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The
Bunny Run
Is Coming
April 23, 2017

The President’s Corner:
VP Sam Engler filling in for Robert
Woods, Pres.
Robert asked me to fill in for him so here
goes. We had lots of good rides and good
food, some rainy days but the food thing was
always there. This month is nomination of
officers and our Bunny Run out of Emerald
Coast HD. We really need door prizes badly
so if you will please get something from
anywhere and get it to me or Sharon. We
have some really great rides planned for
April so come on out as often as you can.
On a personal note: A Great Big Thank
You to all of my Sand Dollar Family for
the beautiful dish garden and all of your
thoughts and prayers during my illness.
The Big ‘C’ can’t get the best of a Sandie. I
am doing very well. I will see you all soon.
Ride safe and as always, ride with the
Sandies as often as you can.

Sand Dollar Board of Directors
President: Robert Woods
Vice Pres.: Sam Engler
Secretary: Dorothy Kudla (DJ)
Treasurer: Edna Keefe
Road Capt.: George Engler

797-3467
244-0376
240-6474
314-7408
244-0376

Associate Board of Directors
Web Master:
Joe Rello
581-0429
Historian:
Joe Rello
581-0429
Publications Editor:Jim Morrison 423-0363
Media Relations: Sharon Woods

Contact the Club
Phone: (850) 244-0376
E-mail: joejoe@sandollarmotorcycleclub.com
Web Address: www.sandollarmotorcycleclub.com

Sam

Birthdays
April

The Sand Dollar Motorcycle Club is a Chartered AMA
organization. The Sand Dollar Motorcycle Club is open
to all motorcyclists irregardless of riding experience
or brand of motorcycle, as long as they share the
Club desire to ride safely and have a good time riding.

If YOU SEE THESE SANDIES THIS
MONTH, WISH ALL OF THEM A VERY
HAPPY BIRTHDAY….

Hayley Woods,
Ray Keagbine
(our Oregon Sandie),
Harold Luttrell

We wish all these couples a very special
wonderful and joyous anniversary

Rob & Kim Laird
Michael & Elise McMillan
Mark and Lori Fluker
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What’s Happening
Breakfast before our Rides…… Joe & Eddie’s Restaurant (Across from
Goofy Golf) 8:00 am. A note, Joe’s has a bunch of new Wait staff, when you walk in and
sit down, put your order in right away. Don’t wait for other Sandies to join you. We leave
at 9 am period.
Tuesdays...We will be getting together on our non- business meeting Tuesday’s at a location To Be
Announced by our famous “Cat Herder”, so watch your emails, time as always: 6:00 PM.

Our Business Meeting Time Has Changed !!!!!!!!!!!!

Our Meeting will at The Okaloosa Fire Dept. Training Room, 2nd Floor 9:00 am, 1st Sunday
of the Month, Ride to follow.

Bunny Run 2017...........It’s time to get rolling on the the Bunny Run!

It will be here in ten short weeks. Door Prizes, we need them now, so
please go out and beat the bushes. Workers, we need them at every run,
please let George or Sam know what duties you will be willing to perform.
Any other ideas please present them. Bunny Run posters will need to be
distributed very soon. Take some with you wherever you go so we can
blanket the area. Put them up at work if you can, you never know where
someone will take notice and decide to attend.

WE BE DO’N DINNER RIDES

The Sandies eons ago used to do one dinner ride a month, more than that and it got real
thin on participation. The Dinner Ride will be a Mystery Dinner Ride. That means the Roadie
leading it knows were it will end up. Now if you have certain dietary needs and/or a picky
eater, just contact the Road Lead and find out just where.
A couple of remembers, we use the Sandie table method, parties of 4 or 5 or 6, don’t let
the restaurant folks, unless they have the space, set-up one mass table. It works better for
the wait staff and kitchen. Speaking of wait staff, Sandies if you get good service and the
kitchen screws up don’t take it out on the wait folks. Traditionally wait people really are not in
love with Motorcycle Clubs cause they are crappy tippers. We on the other hand have quite a
few places where we are really appreciated, let’s keep the good feelings rolling.

	
  

http://twitter.com/SandDollarMC

	
  

http://www.myspace.com/sandollarmotorcycleclub

	
  

	
  

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Sandollar-Motorcycle
Club/110038601999

http://sandollarmotorcycleclub.com
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Minutes from Sandollar M/C Business Meeting
March 5, 2017
Meeting Called to Order
Robert Woods called the meeting to order at 9:00am. In DJ’s absent Edna read the
minutes from the Feb. 5, 2017 meeting. Steve made a motion to accept the minutes, Dave
seconded the motion. The motion was approved with a unanimous voice vote.
Treasurer’s Report
Edna read the Treasure’s report as of Feb. 28, 2017. Joe Joe made a motion to approve the
treasurer’s report. George seconded the motion. The motion was approved with a
unanimous voice vote.
Road Captain’s Report
George Engler gave the Road Captain’s Report of upcoming events:
April 2017:
04.02.17 - Board (8:30 AM) & Business Meeting 9:00 AM @ Okaloosa Fire Department
upstairs)
04.09.17 – Bunny Pre-Run
04.16.17 – Easter egg hunt
04.23.17 – Bunny Run
04.30.17 – Skills
Save the Dates:
04.23.17 – Sand Dollar Bunny Run
04.21.17 – 04.23.17 – Original Emerald Coast Bikefest, Holt, FL
06.17.17 – 06.14.17 – Super Bike Races @ Barbers Museum
10.29.17 – Pumpkin Run
Please call or text Sharon Woods at 850.246.0029 with any questions or comments
regarding ride schedule.
Old Business
Bunny Run – we still need door prizes – please get them to Sharon Woods.
New Business
We received a thank you note from Sharing & Caring.
Dinner Rides to start up again – Robert will put out date of first ride.
Meeting Closed
There being no other business for the good of the club Joe Joe made a motion to adjourn
with a second by George. The meeting was adjourned at 9:15AM
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I call this Japanese Schnitzel, not as good as Tina and Gerd’s Schnitzel but a different taste. I sub
chicken and a firm white fish sometimes. Hell anything fried beats a Full House.
George

Pork Tonkatsu
Ingredients:
• 4 pork cutlets (about 1/2” thick)
• 1/4 cup flour
• 1 egg, whisked until the white and yolk are combined in a shallow bowl
• 1 cup panko, in a shallow bowl
• vegetable oil for frying
• 2 tablespoons ketchup
• 2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce

Directions:
1. Generously salt and pepper the pork cutlets. Dust every surface of each cutlet with a light
coating of flour; discard any remaining flour. The flour combined with the egg helps the breadcrumbs stick, so be sure you don’t miss any spots.
2. Dip a cutlet in the egg mixture, again ensuring that every surface is coated. Place the
cutlet on the panko and scoop some of the panko on top. Gently press the crumbs into the pork.
Flip the pork over and make sure you have an even coating of panko. Repeat with the rest of
the cutlets.
3. Fill a heavy bottomed pot with about 1” of oil and heat over medium high heat to 360 degrees F. Line a wire rack with a double layer of paper towels.
4. When the oil is a hot, fry one or two cutlets at a time (depending on the size of your pot)
until the coating is golden brown and the pork is cooked though. If you use a thicker piece of
pork, you may want to use a thermometer to check for doneness (it should read at least 145
degrees F). Place the fried cutlets on the paper towel lined rack to drain.
5. To make the Tonkatsu sauce, whisk together the ketchup and Worcestershire sauce in a
small bowl. Serve the Tonkatsu with the sauce and hot mustard.
Yield: 4 servings
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March After Meeting Lunch Ride
14 Sandies wandered around for 145 miles, no, not lost. We’re just a bit curious as to
what was on the other side of the next curve. First Jim W has a new Harley. AGAIN. As in,
for the third time in a year ’again’. Emerald Coast Harley needs to name a parking spot
after Jim at least. It’s a “Jim” kind of Harley, a pretty Black Ultra, with all of the bells and
whistles, to include a CB, dammit. All of the folks who do not have comms on their bikes
laugh at me when I complain about new CBs in the regular group but if you could hear
some of the stuff that’s said…
Sir Mac hisself rode all day with us, I think since Mac’s lovely wife is out of town Sir Mac
was a mite bored. But we loved having Mac around, well some Sandies do. I think. Maybe. Sort of. The Patsicle was with us, Pat just got out of the hospital and just had to have
some wind therapy. The day got a bit long for Pat so Robert W made sure Pat got home
safely. Thanks Robert – we all appreciate everything that you do.
Some of the Sandies are by now aware of “Munchkin Time”. It’s this quirk in the Space/
Time Continuum, what it does is allow you to show up whenever YOU decide. It’s as if
everyone but you are moving in slooow motion. This way you can suddenly appear just
as everyone is wondering if you’re going to be there. Pretty freak’n neat huh?
We’ve always call Tim W “The Dark Prince” but obviously, we may have to change that
Road name. Feeling a bit pale, kinda tired of that winter pallor? Stand in front of Tim’s
Wee Strom with all of that high candle power lighting - Bingo! Instant Tan! (or possible
retinal blindness.) His dual headlights put out 7,000 candlepower, each. ‘Sensei’ Michael
says, “Tim feels that if vampires don’t burst into flames the lights aren’t bright enough.”
ARRRGH, THE LIGHT, OOH NOOO I’M DISAPPERING! Can’t you just hear Dracula now?
The Captain was with us today, he thought he might have family in this week. But they
re-scheduled for later in the year. Good having The Captain riding with us. JoeJoe has
designed a Sponsor page on The Sandie Website. It is really cool, JoeJoe took our Newsletter Sponsor page and turned each business card into a link. Here try it http://sandollarmotorcycleclub.com/sponsors/sponsors.html Cool or what?! Thank you, JoeJoe, for
all you do.
We had lunch at the “Pork and Spoon” in Milton and in the process found a new Sandie
Favorite Place to Eat. Food is outstanding and different. Jim W has declared the Hamburgers to be absolutely fantastic. They’ve gotta be good, even the Patsicle, who has
been in the hospital for a week, declared the hamburgers a bit greasy. For a Sandie that
is pure food music. We will be back for sure.
This upcoming Tuesday is turning into a Very Sandie Gray Day. Steven G leaves for Birmingham, to see a Neurologist. I can save Steven a bunch of money. A Neurologist works
on Brain stuff, right? Heck we all know Steven is just a bit short in that department, see,
we could save him some money. Seriously Steven we wish you God Speed and all of our
thoughts and prayers, see you Thursday. Robert and Sharon will be leaving Tuesday to
take Hayley to Birmingham. It’s for Hayley’s follow-up surgery, wishing Hayley all of our
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best thoughts and hopes for a speedy recovery. Tuesday is also Tommy N’s father’s funeral, Visitation at 10 Service at 11 am. First Baptist of Niceville on Bayshore Dr. Let’s all
support Tommy, he could really use it, see you Tuesday night at Joe and Eddies at 6ish
for Sandie weekly dining In.
George
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PANHANDLE ANIMAL WELFARE SOCIETY POKER RUN
George Engler

You fantastic Sandies did it again today! You donated over 300 pounds of the exact items
Michaels sister asked for. What the pictures don’t show is the 88 lbs. of Cat Chow JoeJoe
donated. When JoeJoe was through Wal-Mart had no Cat Chow in the back or out front
Mary Rudder, who took these photos could not get over how much and in what quantities.
She said that everyone gives dog food but rarely cat food.
13 Sandies showed up today to support PAWS. 9 Sandies escorted Edna to PAWS today.
What a sight - a group of Motorcycles with Edna’s SUV in the middle, you‘d have thought
it was the Queen of Sheba or something with that cool escort. The Sandies donated our
contributions, registered, looked at the map and headed for the woods. The route was
not inspiring at all, Destin at Spring Break, 30A, 331 and 20.
So, after paying our money we headed out. First Sir Mac on that Black Beast of a Triumph
(180HP) disappeared up the road. You know, its now official, we have confirmation that
the folks aboard the Space Station can see Tim White’s front lights from orbit. You can
see those Vampire Igniters from literally a mile away, in full sunlight – while wearing a
blindfold… Munchkin was on his Blue Yamaha, this was Munchkin’s “Helen has to work
and I’m out enjoying the beautiful day” ride.
The Sandies showed today why we are the best Riding Club around period. The turn from
Highway 85 onto PJ Adams near Crestview can get hairy very fast. Two full lanes of cars
turning from a major artery road, and then narrows down to one lane almost immediately. It’s not the locals, they know what’s coming up, it’s the tourists taking the GPS suggested ‘bypass’ around Crestview as the shortest route to Al 55. Well today there was a
full right lane, I mean backed up to max. The Sandies take the left lane, because we know
how quickly this can go wrong for motorcycles. Instead of us trying to squeeze in, in the
left lane we can “make a hole” for each individual car. Today was a thing of beauty, just
as the hapless Tourists figured out they had run out of room and started to get panicky.
It was “Make a Hole” on the radio and as smooth as Teflon. Even the Sandies without a
radio, like The Captain, open up and in slips the cars, no fuss, no arm waving and fist
shaking. I love riding with a Group as good as the Sandies.
Steven G as our Super Six keeps me well informed on the traffic situation behind him
and fast movers rolling up on us, Thank you Steven. JoeJoe does a great job as my Six
keeping me informed. We missed the Patsicle today - bike problems kept Pat sidelined,
missed ya there Pat.
We ate at Boomerang Pizza in Milton. We were headed for Pork and Spoon but got to
playing in the woods and the time got away from us. but the food was as good as always
at Boomerang.
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A very special note, this weekend some of us did over 555 miles. 400 plus miles on Saturday, then 155 miles today. Sam, JoeJoe Jim W had a stupendously wonderful weekend.
Roads incredible, weather was awesome and it was just about as close to a perfect
Motorcycle Weekend as you could wish for.
I am so very proud to wear that Sandie patch because it denotes that I belong to an incredible group of Riders, The Sand Dollar Motorcycle Club.
Tuesday is Sandie Dining-In, Joe & Eddies, around 6 ish, come on out and watch Munchkin explain to Helen about his Blueberry Bread pudding and ice cream today.
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SUNDAY RIDE

Never mind the rain forecast
With the rain forecast up around 80% at one time this week, Robert had a backup plan.
Go eat instead. Settling on Peppers in Shalimar as the eating place of choice, he put the
word out that if we rain cancel it’s food gorging time at PEPPERS in Shalimar, ride or drive
your choice.
However, all plans are tenuous as evidenced by the rain forecast quickly falling to near
0% in the morning. So, the ride was on. Robert tapped me as the ride leader this time.
I agreed and we planned to meet at the SUNOCO station on highway 90 at Old River
Road. I was there at 910, 915, 930 940 and finally at 950 the Sandies rolled in. Seems
the Sandie tradition of eating was getting in the way again. JoeJoe wanted to take a look
at a new Crestview restaurant so they detoured about 15 minutes out of the way to get
to it. And of course, it was closed Sundays. Finally, around 10AM we were on the road.
10 Sandies, on 9 bikes, Robert W, Jim W. Munchkin and his Saint of a wife, Helen (she
has to be saint to live with the Munchkin), The Patsickle, Greg L, Jerry G, Tim W, JoeJoe
and I rolled up Old River Road at what I considered to be a nice speed. We even dodged
a pair of dogs crossing in front of me. At least one buzzard was ready to fight over the
dead raccoon he was chowing down on but size won out and I passed under the buzzard
with no drippings on me.
We passed Devil Duc’s house and considered stopping for brunch but thought better of
it and continued on. Over Red Barrow road to the stop sign at the intersection of Mormon Tabernacle road and instead of a left to the Black Water River State Forrest we went
straight ahead. Five miles of very nice shady, curvy road - then another right to head
back to the highway. Again, we were on five miles of very nice road with curves varying from 120-degree bends, to 70mph sweepers - and back onto highway 189 we went.
Right back to Red Barrow road.
And then it happened. Halfway to the 4 way stop I get a call on the CB about an emergency. We stopped at the stop sign while Greg sorted things out as the big 6 this trip
(thanks Greg!) Soon we learned it was a bathroom emergency. Some pointed comments
were made about ways to carry TP just in case, but we got everyone together and made
our way to Beaver Creek Road. It’s a nice road with some (as JoeJoe would call them)
go fast curves. I just thought they were fun. We started running short on time so it was
a dash to get to Peppers in Shalimar on time. We had told Sharon W that we would be
there at 1130. On the way back through Crestview it started sprinkling a bit of water on
us. Nothing hard nor even steady, just enough to wet the road in spots. I didn’t see this
happen, but it was reported that a brand-new Harley started to “drift” around the corner
of Antioch and highway 85. All’s well that ends well.
Due to traffic, we were a bit separated heading south. Greg, as big 6, kept the herd together and me informed. I told them to continue to Shalimar. They did and we met up
again as we pulled into the restaurant. Sharon W and Haley were there right on time.
And miracle of miracles, it was exactly 1130! Now how’s that for predicting an ETA?
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Everyone seated, orders taken, BS –err I mean stories—shared. GP races on the TV and
then the food! The food was good as always, the company was good and friendly. The
company soon turned outstanding as George and SAM, out of the hospital and home already, walked in just as we were finishing lunch.
10 Sandies did 130 miles of good roads and company today!
What can you say? Good weather, good roads, good friends and good food. What else is
there?
See you all Tuesdays at Joe and Eddies.
SpectreSteve
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Waiting on the Landing
My sister and I, practically Irish twins, spent a lot of childhood together. And year after
year we found ourselves at the top of the stairs. Every Christmas and every Easter, to
the despair of our parents, we’d be up before the sun and couldn’t wait to be allowed to
charge down and make our discoveries. Invariably our excitement would wake Mom and
Dad whose door was just a few feet away. Groggily they’d emerge and descend the stairs
to turn on lights and start a pot of coffee for themselves. All the while my sister and I
would inch down to the landing where the stairs took a right turn. Closer, but still not able
to peer into the living room to see the tree or our colored egg hunting ground. However,
if Easter Bunny was careless that year we might catch a glimpse of an egg hiding in the
foyer, or we could just see tops of the stockings tied to the other side of the railing that
sloped to the banister. Oh, the anticipation! Years later, here I am again, waiting on the
landing.
Every year I look forward to the different Grand Tours that groups create. Once upon
a time, the AMA sponsored some. Sometimes they were a little dry, like go to as many
places as you can find that contain “ama” in the name. But sometimes they were fun
enough to capture the interest of the casual bystander such as my middle schooler, at
the time. Years later she still comments about the “World’s Largest” tour, remembering
the quirkiness of the giant peanut in Ashburn or the huge watermelon slice in Cordele.
Then there were a couple of years that the Harley dealerships of Florida had you visit the
dealerships around the state and get your passport book stamped. And the last couple of
years, I’ve been on board with the Grand Tour of Georgia. I’m just looking for an excuse
to get out there and see what there is to see.
As much as I love these treasure hunts, my least favorite part is this time of year. We
are blessed with weather that much of the country is not, and for that matter even the
rest of the state of Georgia. Beautiful sunny days that are in the 70s can simultaneously
be in the 50s in north Georgia, while the AMA HQ is in the midst of a full on Canadian clipper. Therefore, in what they consider fair play, it’s not uncommon for these grand tours
to begin on April 1st. Meanwhile along the FL-AL-GA border and all points south, glorious
motorcycling days slip on by. Worse yet, some of the tours send out the packets starting
March 1st. For 31 days, I sit on the staircase landing.
This year I’m looking at the Georgia tour again. As I type, it’s still February. And we had
some pretty pleasant days already. I don’t know where it’ll take me, but the organizers
have let out a hint. It’s looking like the destinations will be small private colleges around
the state. This should be good and I’m sure I’ll be surprised. A hundred years ago or
so, Institutions of Higher Learning popped up like motorcycle companies. It was a time
before the dominance NCAA Division I schools and vast state systems. I expect I’ll be
visiting some towns that I didn’t know existed, traveling some roads I’ve never traveled,
seeing some architecture that housed some grand ideas, and maybe even learning a thing
or two myself.
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The organizers usually do a good job at covering the whole state. And since it’s the largest east of the Mississippi and I park my bike at one of its extremities, it’s awfully hard to
make it back in time for supper each day. So I tend to plan a couple overnighters to get
the job done. And what better way to add to the adventure than to throw the tent on the
back for a night listening to the crickets and peepers singing you to sleep. But summer
comes quick and with a vengeance. The window for cool, low humidity nights is a small
one in between spring rain showers. It’s so hard to watch those sweet nights of March
disappear with the dawn.
Here I am waiting for the rest of the country to wake up. Here I am waiting to be allowed
charge into a time of discovery. Here I am, once again, waiting on the landing. But oh,
it’s going to be good!
Tim Murphy

PAWS Donations
I’d like to give my heartfelt thanks to every single one of you who had a hand in making
the PAWS donations happen. My sister, Donna, who works at Panhandle Animal Welfare
Society, asked and you folks delivered 10 times over. Thank you all from the very tipbottom of my heart. This is much appreciated! About 400 pounds of food will go so far,
and the life saver stuff - the goat’s milk, canned food and meat flavored baby food makes
such a difference in helping the very tiny and the very sick ones pull through. From Donna
and me both, Thank you a thousand times.
‘Sensei’ Michael McMillan
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These businesses take care of us during our runs, Let’s give them our business!!
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April 2017

Calendars are Subject to Change
Please check your Email Regularly
Monday

Sunday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

7

Friday

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

13

16

17

18

19

20

21

23

24

25

26

27

28

Business
Meeting
9 Am
Lunch Ride
after

Pre-Bunny
Run 8 am
Harley FWB

Easter Egg
hunt 9 am

Bunny Run
8 am
Emerald
Coast
Harley

30

Skills
9 am Range
8:30 am
AL’s

Tuesday
Dining-In
Joe &
Eddies
6 ish

Tuesday
Dining-In
Joe &
Eddies
6 ish

Tuesday
Dining-In
Joe &
Eddies
6 ish

Tuesday
Dining-In
Joe &
Eddies
6 ish

14

Low Road 7
am
Tom Thumb
87S
Navarre

Saturday

8

15

Low Road
continues

22

Load Trucks
& arrows
10 am
Warehouse

29

May 2017

Calendars are Subject to Change
Please check your Email Regularly
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

1

2

7

8

9

14

15

16

21

22

23

29

30

Business
Meeting
9 am
Lunch

Skills
9 am Range
8:30 am
AL’s

Open

28

Open

Sandie
Dining-In
Joe &
Eddies
6ish

Sandie
Dining-In
Joe &
Eddies
6ish

Sandie
Dining-In
Joe &
Eddies
6ish

Sandie
Dining-In
Joe &
Eddies
6ish

Sandie
Dining-In
Joe &
Eddies
6ish

Wednesday

Friday

Thursday

Saturday

3

4

5

6

10

11

12

13

17

18

19

24

25

26

31

20

27

